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If you’re not part of the solution,
you’re part of the precipitate.
-Henry J. Tillman

The Green
Revolution

by Stephen Whittaker
~ Daily Bull

Deep in the bowels of the
forestry building are secrets that
forestry majors do not want you
to know about. Within it lies a
secret - a deadly secret and I
am risking my life reporting to
you avid Bull readers. What I am
talking about, my dear friends,
is the genetic lab work that
takes place. They are currently
developing trees capable of
military combat.
Yes, you read correctly: military
combat. The forestry majors are
on the cutting edge of flora warfare. I managed to interview one
of the original students working
on the project who has since
denounced the development
of this plant warfare. He told me
the idea originally came from the
same inspiration that gave Isaac
Newton the push he needed to
formulate the theory of gravity;
an apple falling from a tree.
He went on to say that it wasn’t
anything extraordinary until you
though about how dangerous it
would be if you could control
... see #008B00 on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and probably should not be taken seriously... like cheap tatoos!

Local Grandfather Simply not Impressed
by Granddaughter’s Dance Recital

MTU Freshman Girl

from Ian Smith - Daily Bull

Houghton, MI – Early this morning we
were contacted by local man, Thomas
Peabody, in regards to Houghton Elementary’s recent production of Swan
Lake Jr. Strangely
enough, the 58
year old found
nothing enjoyable about Mrs.
Mayweather ’s
first grade class’s
interpretation
of the world
famous stage
show.

Cage and Shia LaBeouf ’s children.
That’s how bad we’re talking. It was
just shoddy all around. A truly terrible
show.”

We a s k e d
about the
reason for his
attendance
to what everyone assumed would
be as bad
as he claims.
“ Well, I was
more or less
obligated. My
Wanting to hear
granddaughter
more, we asked
Becky was in
for an interview.
it. She was the
“It really was
white swan.
one of the most
Holy hell, she
dreadful things
may have been
I have ever had
the worst part.
the displeaThe casting
sure of sitting
director really
through,” he refucked up on
Mr. Peabody also told us to get off his lawn. :(
sponded. “It just
that one. They
felt so contrived. The fake smiles, the
could have at least brought in someunsynchronized dancing and dear God,
one with some experience, or you
the acting. I seriously felt like I was watchknow... talent. A third or fourth grader,
... see AWF MAH LAWN! on back
ing a show comprised solely of Nicolas

For when you just aren’t
FUNKY FRESH enough!

We bring to you MTU Freshman Girl and all of her shenannigans.
Got some funny ones of your own? Text us! 801-200-3377 (DERP).
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same
effects on your brain as marijuana. They discovered
something else too, but i can’t remember what.
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... AWF MAH LAWN! from front

for instance! Even a second grader. But
a first grader?! That just insane.”
Peadbody continued, “Honestly, I left
half way through. I went to the box
office and demanded my money back.
They said they were using the proceeds for ‘repairing the playground’
or some BS. I didn’t buy it. Low-cost
production yields high profits. I’m not
stupid. I got my money back, and
then immediately threw the $3 away.
I wanted absolutely nothing to do
with it.”
When we asked other parents about
what they thought of the show, we got
polar opposite answers. “Oh dear, my
Jeanny was just wonderful! The best
show I’ve ever seen,” coupled with,
“I’m just so proud of little Tommy here.
He tried so hard to make this production as wonderful as it was.”
Mr. Peabody refused to comment
further and stared angrily for the rest
of the interview.
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CS Major Actually Gets Girlfriend:
Unrelated Story, Hell Freezes Over
by Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

With the recent budget cuts by the
Daily Bull for my writing and research, I
will unfortunately not be able to give 2
whole stories and must write both of
them, as one. Oh my. Anyway.

skills. We find the de-evolution most
extreme among the older students and
among grad students. It remains to be
seen what will happen to the student
in years to come.” Said one expert.
When asked about possible rumors of
In shocking news, the CS department the student transferring to psych, the
has finally broken its 32 year dry spell expert commented “I wouldn’t doubt
here at tech, as a young freshman man- it. More girls there.”
aged to nab a girlfriend in the few short
weeks since coming here.
In a totally unrelated story, however, the temperature of hell has finally
“Yeah... It was kinda hard. I had to reached such a low temperature, that
play cool, but not too cool, because the fires are burnt out, and the walls
otherwise she’d just go find someone are currently icing over with moisture
else, y’know? But in the end, it was and a health helping of souls. The souls
worth it:” the young freshman, Mac there were mostly from the areas of the
Macowitz said to the Daily Bull. The CS world with intense heat.
department has never had a girlfriend
in recent times, despite it being a rather To confirm the rumors, this reporter
large department on campus. Most went to hell to see what was going on.
of this is due, by popular opinion, to
their lack of hygiene, getting out of I must however report, that the ruthe room, playing WoW, or in some, mors or true. Even the succubi down
extreme cases, only being able to there are wearing clothes. SUCCUBI.
speak in hexadecimal, decimal, or even CLOTHES. Fascinating. What possible
binary code to various persons.
horrible things will happen with hell
now frozen over? For those whom are
“The freshman has lucked out we think. familiar with Norse mythology, Ragnorak
He hasn’t had the time to get into seems a likely possibility. Im secretly
his classes and devolve into a code waiting for Nifleheim to come to fruimonkey, so, he’s still got some social tion. Bring on the Valkyries!

the falling of the apples, or better
yet control the trees to
communicate with other
trees to drop things
on any target in
the world. They
have figured
out how to
use their genetically engineered
trees to
communicate
telepathically with any tree, be
it 20 ft… or the other side
of the planet.

Avid Plants Vs Zombies players argue that in the event of the
zombie apocalypse,
such tree weaponry would be
invaluable to
fight back
the hordes
of the undead. We
all know
the effectiveness
of flora on fighting off zombies. Now
imagine trees that can
organize themselves
to fight they would
stop those zombies
in their undead tracks.

There are two sides
to this issue though.
Some schools of
thought fear that the
trees will begin to
It truly is a double
act on their own free
edged sword. These
will given time. This would
military capable trees could
be much like Sky
end up saving or
First, we engineer trees to do what we want.
Net did in the Terdestroying the
Then we engineer them to make bombs.
minator series. The Then we tell them to drop them. BRILLIANT! world. Either way
though of sentient
it doesn’t matter trees enslaving mankind does bring a chill the forestry majors are continuing work
down the spine, however there are some on their army of trees. We can only hope
who remain a bit more optimistic about that the trees will always be on our side,
the tree situation.
loyally fighting terrorist, zombies, Nazis,
and making oxygen.

How many ways can YOU play a cello?
However many it is, it’s probably
not as many as BEN SOLLEE.
He’ll knock your socks off with
his skills as an instrumentalist, singer, and all-around nice
guy. Look him up on YouTube
RIGHT NOW and consider
seeing this show. Students: $10.
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Surprisingly, there’s been very little success from these signs. The only success has been
from the fact that there are NO WOMEN at engineering schools.

Ontonagon. Sept 29. The Bull is selling tickets. Ask soon!

